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lyf Ginza Tokyo is a new kind of stay in line with the trends of 
the times. It offers an unparalleled stay experience right in the 
heart of Tokyo’s most iconic district. You’ll be able to enjoy 
everything from world-class shopping to traditional Japanese 
performing arts while staying in the lyf hotel that lets you 
customize your stay according to your own preferences.

Just a minute walk from Tokyo Metro Kyobashi and Takaracho 
stations, and within walking distance of Tokyo Station and 
Ginza Station, the location is ideal for both leisure and 
business travelers. Shibuya, Shinjuku, Asakusa, and other 
tourist destinations are also within easy walking distance.

Shop in the luxury boutique stores of the Ginza area, discover 
your own favorite boutique store, experience traditional 
Japanese performing arts at the Kabuki-za Theater, take 
a stroll at the Imperial Palace, and take a deep breath to 
refresh your body and mind. After the event at the Tokyo 
International Forum, you can visit Asakusa as well—easily 
accessible by train—to experience Japanese culture. Stop by 
an art gallery or coffee shop nearby when you need some 
inspiration or just want to relax. lyf Ginza Tokyo is a place 
where you can spend your time flexibly and comfortably.

lyf - a new way 
to belong

lyf Ginza Tokyo is the first lyf brand in Tokyo. It offers a new type of stay in line with the trends of 
the times, where you can meet people through community, feel Ginza culture, and discover your 
own unique way of spending time. Just a minute walk from Tokyo Metro Kyobashi and Takaracho 
stations, and within walking distance of Tokyo Station and Ginza Station, the location is ideal for 
both leisure and business travelers. Shibuya, Shinjuku, Asakusa, and other tourist destinations are 
also within easy walking distance.

lyf Ginza Tokyo
2-5-4 Kyobashi Chuo-ku,
Tokyo 104-0031 Japan

For enquiry and reservations,
call 0120 914 886 (Local toll-free) or +81 (0) 3 3528 6505
or email enquiry.ginza@the-ascott.com 

#livelyfhere



APARTMENT TYPES     SIZE (SQM)

Good for One (Studio Single)
Good for One Plus (Studio Single)
Big Bed (Studio Double)
One of a Kind (Studio Double)
One of a Kind Plus (Studio Double)
Side by Side (Studio Twin)
All Together (Triple)
Two of a Kind (Two Bedroom)

13
12
13 
13
13
16
20
25

RESIDENCE FEATURES & AMENITIES
⋅ Bathroom with towels and toiletries

⋅ Shampoo
⋅ Conditioner
⋅ Shower gel
⋅ Hand soap
⋅ Dental kit
⋅ Sanitary bag
⋅ Cotton buds
⋅ Razor kit
⋅ Comb

⋅ Hairdryer
⋅ In-room safe
⋅ Electric kettle
⋅ Smart TV
⋅ Work station
⋅ High-speed WiFi
⋅ Mobile key access

 

SHARED SPACES
⋅ Say Hi 
⋅ Connect (coworking and lounge) 
⋅ Bond (social kitchen) 
⋅ Wash & Hang (laundry)* 
⋅ Refuel+ (cafe bar)* 
⋅ Burn (gym)
⋅ Chill (mini kitchen)

COMFORT & CONVENIENCE
⋅ 24-hour reception
⋅ 24-hour security and CCTV
⋅ Daily housekeeping service
  (Once a week for long stay)
⋅ Additional housekeeping service*
⋅ Steam iron and ironing board
  @ Wash & Hang

* Additional charges apply
Upon request.
Subject to availability

ONE OF A KIND PLUS
 (STUDIO DOUBLE)

ALL TOGETHER (TRIPLE)GOOD FOR ONE 
(STUDIO SINGLE)

TWO OF A KIND (TWO BEDROOM)

* Floor plans vary slightly by room.

lyf Ginza Tokyo
2-5-4 Kyobashi Chuo-ku,
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